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FOREWORD
This digital simulation study is a continuation of Contract'NAS2-7395 and the
previous study report (NASA CR-114739)and was performed under the auspices of the
NASA Ames Research Center. The first study concentrated on accurately modeling
the coirmunications equipment of relay link and the atmospheric scintillation
characteristics of an outer planet. This study optimizes the modulation/
demodulation link of the previous study and investigates the impact of various
scintillation models. For completeness, this report summarizes the results of
the previous report. Both the mean error rate and the acquisition properties
of the link are explored. The design of simulated equipment was formulated by the
TRW Systems Group under subcontract to McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-
East. Under both studies magnetic tapes of bit error histories were delivered
to the Ames Research Center for evaluation of candidate convolutional code
structures.
The author expresses his appreciation for the assistance provided by
Mr. T. Grant of ARC who performed the decoding analysis and provided the pre-
liminary decoding results for this report.
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DIGITAL SIMULATION OF A COMMUNICATION LINK
FOR PIONEER SATURN URANUS ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY PROBE
SUMMARY
A digital simulation study is presented for a candidate modulator/
demodulator design in an atmospheric scintillation environment with Doppler,
Doppler rate and signal attenuation typical of the conditions of an outer
planet atmospheric probe. The simulation results indicate that the mean 	 k
channel error rate with and without scintillation are similar to theoretical 	
r
characterizations of the link. In addition the simulation gives information
for calculating other channel statistics and generates a quantized symbol stream 	
k
on magnetic tape from which error correction decoding can be analyzed. Some
results from the magnetic tape data analyses are also contained herein.
The receiver and bit synchronizer are modeled in the simulation at the
level of hardware component parameters rather than at the loop equation level
and individual hardware parameters are identified. The atmospheric
scintillation amplitude and phase are modeled independently. Both normal and
log normal amplitude processes are studied. In each case the scintillations
are low pass filtered.
The receiver performance is given for a range of signal to noise ratios
with and without the effects of scintillation. The performance is also
reviewed for critical receiver parameter variations.
Part I of this report is the body of the study and is bound. Part II of
this report contains the appendices and is unbound.
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INTRODUCTION
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	 The objective of the study is to determine the performance and to optimize
the design parameters of a communications relay link for an outer planet
atmospheric probe. The transmission terminal is a probe within the atmosphere
of an outer planet, and the reception terminal is a spacecraft in hyperbolic
orbit about the planet. As with most space systems the link is power starved,
inferring minimal data rates and coding. The simulated terminals were
originally designed to support a Saturn/Uranu$ mission. In the initial system
design (ref. 1), "Saturn/Uranus Atmospheric Entry Probe," the data rate is
44 bits per second which is rate 1/2 coded to 88 symbols per second. The link
is unique in two respects: first, because of the low data rate the initial
frequency uncertainty due to Doppler and oscillator uncertainties is about
400 times the data bandwidth. Second, atmospheric turbulence may cause
significant scintillation of the signal.
Preliminary specifications for the terminals were prepared (Refs. 2 and 3)
from which a preliminary hardware design was evolved (Ref. 4). This formed the
substance of the original simulation (Ref. 5) wherein the design was further
refined, and preliminary link effects were given. Upon investigation of the
Modem optimization, an error in normalizing the signal to noise ratio for the
previous report was discovered and corrected. It is the intent of this report
to stand alone, thus the salient and corrected data from the previous report is
included in the background section.
This study has three main objectives: first, to extend the optimization
of the receiver, second to investigate additional scintillation models, and
third to provide additional magnetic tapes of quantized symbols for Ames
Research Center coding analyses.
BACKGROUND
The config o:ration studied consists of three pirates of equipment: the
modulator, the receiver, and the bit synchronizer. The modulator, shown in
Figure 1, is a continuous phase frequency-shift-keyed modulator. A preniodula-
tion filter was added later during the Modem optimization process. The data
symbols drive a 20 MHz VCXO which is upconverted by mixing with a fixed local
oscillator to the output frequency. The oscillator will typically switch in
20 microseconds; hence, at an 88 symbol per second rate, the modulation may be
considered as true continuous phase frequency shift keying. Other continuous
phase modulators were also considered, but discarded because of hardware
complexity. They are discussed in Appendix X.
The receiver is shown in Figure 2. The limiters are soft, i.e., only
limiting when the signal is very large (typically 13 dB above nominal). This
is to protect the circuitry during acquisition (when the gain is wide open, at
high signal levels).
Mixer offsets were not simulated since the mixer output drift was only
-0.15% over the anticipated voltage range.
Figure 3 shows the bit synchronizer. This is a conventional early-late
gate synchronizer with the addition of a baseline correction circuit to "correct"
the effect of large numbers of identical bits causing a voltage bias. As in the
case of the receiver proper, the voltage offset of the multipliers was determined
to cause only a 4% timing error, and was judged to be small enough to be ideal-
ized as zero for the simulation. A 1 Hz loop noise bandwidth (approximately
a 20 db advantage) was chosen to maximize the signal to noise ratio in the loop
while maintaining reasonable acquisition times.
In order to F`mulate the hardware as closely as possible, the approach is
to simulate the smallest feasible component.' For example, each multiplier and
filter in a locp are individually simulated, rather than an expression
describing the operation of the loop.
A powerful simulation tool is the concept of complex amplitude notation.
It is described in Appendix I.
,a
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One of the principal reasons for this simulation was to determine
the effects.of atmospheric scintillation on the Modem. The SaUssian simulation
model-of amplitude and phase scintillation is:
A ( t ) = Ao (l + x(t))
and
e(t) = e0 + O l t + 6 2t2 + s(t),
i.e., a linear variation of the amplitude with its scintillation, x(t), and the
phase with its scintillation, s(t). The O l t and 
e2 
t2 terms represent Doppler
and Doppler rate, respectively. The x(t) and s(t) terms are typically taken as
low-pass zero -mean Gaussian processes with root variances of 0.23 and 0.47,
respectively. The filter corner frequencies are typically 2. and 0.2 Hz,
respectively and both roll off in proportion to frequency to the -4/3 power.
The 4/3 frequency rolloff presents significant modeling effort, and is
detailed in Appendix 11. It was seen that the "more efficient" Z transform
approach yielded little or no benefit for a 4/3 order filter, in marked
contrast to its effect on integer order filters. Thus, tapped delay lines were
,employed in the computer routine.
Figure 4a is a block diagram of the simulation transmitter, channel and
receiver with Figures 4b and 4c detailing the receiver and bit synchronizer
together with the salient program symbols. The receiver is "identical" to the
hardware block diagram with three exceptions: first, the simulation receiver
starts with the input to the first mixer, the radio frequency amplifier being
only a constant; and second, the threshold output is directly connected to the
sweep, and third, the soft limiters before the coherent amplitude detector
and phase detector are not modeled as they only serve in the hardware to protect
the following devices from excessive power. It may be argued that the soft
limiters would have an effect during high signal to noise acquisitions. However,
this region of operation was ,fudged to be inappropriate in this study. Note
also in Figure 4 that a soft output is added to aid in coding analyses. A
rationale for setting the quanta levels is fc ,md in Appendix III.
4
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YAn abbreviated flow chart for the error rate routine is presented i n Figures
5a and 5b. After the initial conditions are established (data, dimension and
complex statements) the conditions for a particular test are read in. next the loop
conditions are calculated (time constants, etc.) and the turbulence delay lines
initialized. The routine then generates samples for each bit and the loops
exercised. The receiver starts below threshold, i.e., the AGC/AFC must acquire
and the number of bits to initial lock is determined. The error counter begins
when the receiver and bit synchronizer have locked, typically after the
reciprocal of the natural frequency (wn ) of the bit synchronizer loop or approxi-
mately 100 bits. This eliminates the error rate "contamination" by both
receiver and bit synchronizer lockup effects. Additionally, three other
statistics are tabulated: the bit spacing between errors; the conditional
probabilities of each quanta level, given the "preceding" level of the soft
decision; and the number of times the AGC signal drops bolo.-: threshold and the
number of bits in that dropout. The printout gives the average number of bits
per dropout. If the AGC signal is below threshold, a sweep is activated to
acquire the signal. Because of the possibility of amplitude scintillation a
resweep initiation delay is incorporated into the hardware. Thus, if the scin-
tillation caused only a short amplitude drop-out, the receiver would not restart
the long (in terms of symbols) search operation. The minimum value for the delay
is determined by the fading time constants. Typically, the amplitude scintilla-
tion has a low-pass characteristic with a 3 dB cutoff at 2 Hz (or 4w radians/
second), thus the delay should be greater than 80 cosec. The maximum value of the
delay is constrained by the Doppler rate and the actual loop parameters, e.g.,
the amount of drift the VCO will undergo during the signal absence condition.
The Doppler rate is 13.3 Hz/sec. Assuming a nominal VCO scale factor of 4 KHz/V,
phase detector offsets of 1.2 mv, and a loop filter time constant z l of 0.45 sec,
the phase detector offset voltage will charge up the loop filter capacitor at
the rate of AV/T1 = 2.7 m y/sec and the VCO will then drift at approximately
10.7 11z/sec so the total loop drift, including Doppler rate, is of the order of
24 Hz/sec. Sinc^ the receiver has a lock-in range of 38 Hz (of L = 2Cfn ), the
delay should be less than 1.6 sec. Given these two extrema, a time constant of
0.5 sec is recommended to delay the start of sweep after the lock indicator
indicates loss of lock. This va'-1e could be varied if tests indicate a better
3
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value. The routine then continues until the specified number of bits has been
procc-ssed. A complete list of symbolF is found in Appendix IV, and a complete
listing in Appendix V. The language is standard Fortran IV. No special
computer library subroutines are required for either the error rate or acquisi-
tion routines.
A typical e rror rate printout is found in Figure 6. Block 1 has the test
set-up (signal level, bandwidths, etc.). Block 2 has the mean error rate data
and signal amplitude statistics. For this run of 7 dB E/No, the mean error was
.035 with a standard deviation of .0041. Lockup occurred in ten bits, but there
were 16 AGC dropouts averaging 1.75 bits long. Block 3 is the error spacing
matrix, where for this run (reading left to right and top to bottom) 11 bits
were in error 1 bit spacing apart, 0 bits 2 spacing, 3 bits 3 spacing . . . 3
bits with 100 or greater spacings. In this run a moderate amount of "burstiness"
occurred, i.e., errors not randomly spaced. Block 4 is the data for four con-
ditional probability matrices, which are read with the aid of the figure in the
block. The columns of the matrix signify the received quantized level of the
current symbol and the rows signify the level of the preceding symbol. The most
negative levels occur in the first column and the first row, or the upper left
position. For example, given the transmission was -1, -1, which occurred 480
times, the most negative le-iel occurred in both symbols only 4 times. For this
matrix the -v, -v quadrant contains all the "corrects", the +v, -v and -v, +v
quadrants single errors and the +v, +v quadrant double errors. The quadrant
sums are printed out below each matrix. For example there are only 2 double
errors for the -1 -1 transmission. The matrices are "conditional" as they are
the levels Rx, given the transmitted symbols, Tx. They are also "joint" as the
sequences +1+1, -1+1, +1-1, -1-1 are separated. Block 5 is the end points of
the random number generators in case an extension of this test is required at
a later date. Block 6 is a running count of the member of errors which occurred
in groups of 252 svmbols.
As the complete receiver simulation is somewhat lengthy, plus having spe-
cial steering and routines for error measurement, a special routine was adapted
for acquisition studies with its own steering requirements. An abbreviated
flow chart is shown in Figure 7 (the complete annotated routine is in Appendix
IV). The initial setup, problem reading and conversions are identical to those
6
tof the error rate routine. In this case, however, Doppler is injected, and
after each receiver acquisition -trial, another trial is run until enough trials
F,ave been made to determine the probability of acquisition under the initial
conditions. It should be noted on the simulation block diagram that the Doppler
f
r
is injected as a loop stress, rather than a phase time product at the input.
Comparing the loop responses in the two cases reveals identical baseband per-
;
formance even though the double frequency terms which are filtered out are
slightly different. Returning to the flow chart, after each acquisition trial,
intermediate results are printed. For each trial the receiver is reinitialized
and samples are generated. If the sweep goes past the input Doppler, a miss is
registered. If the AGC signal goes above threshold an acquisition may have
occurred. A check of whether the sweep got to the Doppler determines whether
the condition was a true or a false acquisition.
A typical acquisition printout is shown in Figure 8. Blocks l and 2 are
as stated before. Block 3 shows the conditions at the end of each trial. On
the first, third, and twenty-fifth sweep attempts, false acquisitions occurred.
`.	 On the fourth sweep attempt the signal was missed. All other attempts were suc-
cessful. The fifth column contains the bit count at the end of that run, the
following three columns give the sweep voltage, its value after the AFC loop
filter, and the value input to the bit synchronizer.
During the "fabrication" of the acquisition software, it was found that
serious aliasing could occur if the sample rate were insufficient. Referring
to the input mixer in Figure 4, it is seen that as far as the computer is 	 i	 1
concerned it is merely multiplying two strings of complex numbers. If they
appear to correlate after filtering, large correlated numbers (rather than
random zero mean numbers) are detected in the coherent amplitude detector
circuit signifying lock. low, if the samples are widely spaced in time relative
to the period of the offset frequency, apparent correlation due to aliasing can
	
j
occur. This happens periodically when uniformly sweepin g
 the VCO, resulting in
a false acquisition. Because of the relatively lour sweep rates, this condition
occurred long enough for the CAD filter to respond. During the error rate
studies a sample rate of 44 samples per bit was used however, when this rateP	 P
was used in the acquisition studies, false acquisitions always occurred. The
i
i
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sample rate had to be increased to 200 samples per hit for 1 kHz Doppler before
the aliasing effect was negligible. Higher Doppler shifts would require cor-
respondingly higher sampling rates. Therefore, the acquisition studies were
run at 1 kHz offset frequency to conserve computer time.
Figure 9 is an abbreviated flow diagram of the computer routine used to
generate the magnetic tapes for the ARC coding analysis. A complete listing
is given in Appendix XIII. The receiver portion of the software is identical
to that of the error rate routine, but special steering and bit packing is
required to generate the 1/2 inch, 556 bits per inch, 7 track tape in the
required format. The format begins with a 25 word, 25 bit per word heading in
truncated ASCII. This contains the problem set-up data. This is followed by
n (usually 10) records, each of which has a 48 bit start time, a 24 bit record
number, then 30240 bits of data (in sign-magnitude octal words) and finally a
48 bit stop time. The bulk of the programming is to adapt the CDC 6600 60 bit
words into the tape format. As seen in the figure, the data symbols are first
broken into 10080 symbol groups (yielding the 30240 bits of octal "data"). The
30360 total record bits are thus 506 CDC words. CDC word 1 is the 48 bit time
of start plus 12 bits of the record number. CDC word 2 is the last 12 bits of
the record number plus 48 bits of data. CDC words 3 through 505 are data. CDC
word 506 is 12 bits of data plus the 48 bit end of record time. The spectral
programming thus consists of partitioning CDC words 2 and 506, "packing" or
"filling" the words and "assigning" them once filled. When all 506 60 bit
words are assigned, that record is written.
Some subroutines used in the checkout phases, but not used in the produc-
tion runs, are given in Appendix VII.
There are no significant differences in the programming between the current
report and the previous report, although superficially many differences appear
to exist. The greatest cosmetic difference is the "elimination" of many sub-
routines. It was found that folding the subroutines into the main program
resulted in significant reduction in running time. A few minor differences are
the deletion of the local oscillator detuning (detuning made negligible differ-
ence in lock up), the elimination of the sample and hold output (the integrator
output was always superior), wriOng Gaussian noise tables with sufficiently small
8
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granularity, and always starting a problem at the same data and noise points
for repeatability. Two diagnostics were added, one which is the quadrent sums
of the conditional error matrices (representing hard decisions) and one which
tabulates the errors in time (usually 252 bit groups).
Unfortunately, the noise was incorrectly normalized in the initial study,
see Appendix XI, resulting in an apparent 3 dB advantage. In the following
figures, 10 through 18, which are taken from-the previous report, this has been
corrected. The figures described below all show performance without premoduia-
tion filtering (No PMFILT) of the symbols.
The first step in the initial production runs was to determine the per-
formance for nominal parametcrs as given in Table I. All the performance data
points are based on 1900 bit simulation runs. Before this simulation could be
done, however, two additional parameters had to be found: the proper threshold
level and the AGC gain.
Parameter
Bit Rate
Minimum Loop Signal
Tone Separation
IF Bandwidth
AFC Loop Bandwidth
AFC Phase Error
AFC Pull-In Range
E
Bit Sync Bandwidth
l
i	 Bit Sync Phase Error
Bit Sync Pull-In
AGC Filter Constant
^i
Sampling Filter Constant
Baseline Filter Constant
f
Doppler Filter Constant
Baseline Filter Gain
TABLE I
NOMINAL PARAMETERS
Symbol Value
BRATE 88.	 bps
ENOMIN 9. dB
DELF 62. Hz
BIF 1000.
	 Hz
BL2 176.	 Hz
PHIDEG 10.	 deg
FDIFF 342. Hz
BL2B 1.	 Hz
PHIB 10.	 deg
FDIFFB 5.	 Hz
TAUS .07957
TAU4 .001808
TAUS .01808
TAU6 .10603
A5 .5
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Normally the threshold is initially set at some factor greater than the
noise-only output, and then varied to minimize dropouts and minimize false
acquisitions. For the simulation, the probabilities of a voltage occurring
with noise only (herein -20 dB E/N o , since it was easier to reduce the signal
than to eliminate it) and with signal was determined. This is shown in
Figure 10.
The AGC signal processor attempts to keep the voltage into the phase
detector constant, to keep a constant open loop gain. Normally for a noise-
only input, the gain is maximum, (c on Figure 11) and a gain vs signal function
ABC on Figure 11 is produced. However, while determining this function during
the debugging operation, it appeared that additional gain below "minimum signal"
level would be beneficial, particularly in a scintillation environment, e.g.,
curve ADE or curve AFG. The additional gain herein is termed the dynamic range,
DYNR, in the program. Results of such runs are shown in Figure 12. A DYN R of
3 dB appears to offer the best performance with scintillation, and was thus
chosen for the nominal conditions.
The first parameter of interest is the E/N o effect on the mean error rate.
This is shown in Figure 13. The vertical marks about each experimental point
indicate the measurement standard deviation. During these first trial runs the
data and noise were not reinitialized for each parameter change. Note that these
runs count errors even during AGC dropout after initial acquisition. It should
be noted that this performance is only to the mean error rate. In a coded sys•
tem the distribution of errors is also important. Coding analysis is required
to evaluate the performance of the system with scintillation. A rationale for
setting the quantization levels for coding is given in Appendix III.
Figure 14 shows the mean and standard deviation of a filter and sample
output, and that of an integrate and dump output. As seen in the figure there
is only a slight increase in "output" signal-to-noise ratio with increased
inputs. At E/No of 10 dB we have a mean to standard deviation of 0.45/0.23
(5.83 dB) and at E/N o of 14 dB we have a mean to standard deviation of 0.47/0.19
(7.87 dB). There is only a 2.04 dB apparent increase in output for a 4 dB input
increase indicating some memory, intersymbol interference, or possibly implied
"noncoherent" signal detection at the lower signal levels.
10
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A number of initial performance runs were made to investigate the effects
of varying the parameters of the receiver. These may be roughly broken into
two cases: system variations, and hardware variations. Table II lists the
system variations.
The results of modulation index variation is shown in Figure 15. As
expected the optimum is 0.7, with and without scintillation.
TABLE II
SYSTEM PARAMETER VARIATIONS
PARAMETER	 VALUES
DELF (modulation index oriented)
	
26.4, 44, 62, 88, 132	 Hz
BIF (IF Bandwidth)
	
500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000 Hz
BL2 (AFC 2BL)
	
88, 100, 164, 176, 188	 HZ
TAU 4 (Sampled Output Filter)
	
88, 144, 200	 HZ
The second system parameter varied, the intermediate frequency bandwidth,
I	 is of some implementation importance. If the bandwidth is too narrow the filter
could produce sufficient phase shift in the loop to cause instability. An
f intermediate frequency bandwidth of ten times the loop filter bandwidth, or
1 kHz was initially recommended. Because of the high Q of this device, wider
bandwidths might be easier to fabricate. Figure 16 illustrates the data. The
runs at and below 1 kHz were run with 40 samples per bit, and those above
proportionally higher. Without scintillation, the higher bandwidths give
slightly better performance; apparently beginning to level out in the vicinity
of 1500-2000 Hz. With scintillation, the "knee" appears to be between 1000 and
1500 Hz
The results with the receiver loop bandwidth parameters are shown in
Figure 17. The nominal 176 Hz bandwidth appeared to be the best choice but was
actually less than the optimum as was later discovered.
The final system parameter varied is the corner frequency of
the sampling filter. In conjunction with this, the output of the synchronizer
integrate-and-dump was also measured. These data, in Figure 18, are a second
set of runs the first being required to optimize the sampling time. It isa
seen that wider bandwidths degrade the performance, although less dramatically 	 r:``
when scintillation is present. The integrate-and-dump output appears to be
Ij
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uniformly better. Incidentally, the three points shown for each integrate-and-
dump output represent one datum; since no parameter change is made for it; the
variations are taken to be experimental scatter.
The expected hardware variations are summarized in Table III. Two "worst
cases" were defined: (1) ENODB of 12.2, DELF of 66, and BL2 of 164;'and (2)
ENODB of 12.2, DELF of 60, and BL2 of 188. The simulation results are shown in
Table IV. Worst case 2 shows little variation from the nominal, within the
standard deviation of the measurement. Worst case 1 shows between 0.5 and 0.75
dB degradation.
TABLE III
HARDWARE VARIATIONS
Parameter	 Nominal
	
Min	 Max
	
Comment
DELF	 62 Hz
	
60	 66	 Oscillator pulling range accuracy
BIF	 1000 Hz
	 - Negligible -	 Crystal manufacturer data
BL2	 176 Hz
	 164	 188
	
RSS estimate of gain changes, and
scale factors
SVRH7	 2.2 kHz/sec 2.1	 2.3
	 5% variance to sweep and VCO
scale factor
EVMAX-EVMIN 35 kHz
	 33	 37	 5% sweep drift and VCO scale
factor
TAUS
	 .07957
	
.07718 .08196
	 3% RSS time constant
TAU4
	 .001808
	 .001754 .001862 Same as TAU3
TAU5	 .01808
	 .01754 .01862 Same as TAU3
This concludes the presentation of the data from the previous.study
(Ref. 5). It was seen that: a) an intermediate frequency bandwidth of
1500 Hertz would be better than 1000 Hertz, b) an integrate-and-dump data
output would be preferable to a filter and sample, and c) the effects of
hardware degradations are within acceptable ranges. The wider intermediate
frequency bandwidth and the integrator output were selected for further study.
Although not mentionedear se, in all trial acquisitions above 12 dB the
receiver acquired every time, thus a curve could not be drawn. Lower signal
levels will be shown in the following sections.
y
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TABLE IV
ERROR RATE FOR HARDWARE DEGRADATIONS, E/No W 12.2 dB
Unditions Nominal Worst Case 1 Worst Case 2
Scintillation .024737 .043158 .024737
No Scintillation .008947 .015789 .0084211
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The background section described the basic simulation routines and reviewed
the results of the previous study. The salient characteristics were an F5K
modulator with a symbol rate, Rs , of 88 symbols per second and a modulation
index of 0.7 Rs (tone separation to data rate) coupled to a PLL demodulator
with a second order loop bandwidth, 2B 
L5 
of 176 Hertz, 211 s . This section
explores ways of optimizing the Modem, starting with reducing the loop phase
error. Computer data for this section is in Appendix VIII. The optimizations
concentrate about symbol error rates of .05, typical of that required for
decoding, with the assumption that although not optimized at higher signal
levels, the design is still acceptable.
First, the optimum loop bandwidth for an F5K signal was reviewed. A phase
error analysis in Appendix XII explores in some detail, from a linearized view-
point, the effects of phase error on the system and concludes that an increased
loop bandwidth in the receiver would decrease loop error and thus potentially
reduce the error rate. Figure 19 is an extenion of the runs made in generating
Figure 17 and shows that the apparent null at a 213 L of 176 Hz was due to the
perverseness of ranuom variables. The true null is about 250 Hertz, 3Rs . The
increased errors with narrower loop bandwidth is due to large phase errors
creating temporary phase dropouts, while those with wider bandwidth are simply
due to additional thermal noise. Figure 20 illustrates this explanation.
The second optimization step was to determine the effects of various pre-
modulation filters. The premodulation filter is assumed to be a second order
filter with the bandwidth as a free parameter. This is shown in Figure 21.
The bulk of the effects of these parameter variations are simulated at an £/N0
of 7 dB, which with scintillation (the flight situation), cause a symbol error
rate near threshold for convolutional codes, i.e., near 0.05. As seen from the
figure a premodulation filter bandwidth of 0.7 of the symbol rate, R s , appears
to be optimal for a tone separation of 62 Hertz. Other tone separations have
other optimal premodulation filter points, but result in greater errors than a
62 Hertz separation.
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^j The third optimization step was to vary the tone separation (deviation
ratio) parametrically while changing the loop bandwidth. As seen from the
linearized analysis in Appendix X11, these parameters are interdependent.
Figure 22 shows Lhe parametric performance. For a given tone separation there
is an optimal bandwidth, the null being fairly broad. The optimal appears to
be a 62 Hertz 'tone separation in a 294 hertz (3.3R s ) BL2.
The effect of dynamic range was reevaluated for the larger loop bandwidth,
and is shown in Figure 23. As seen before, some additional gain below "minimum
signal" is still advantageous in a scintillation environment. The knee of the
curve is 6 dB.
The initial optimization emphasis has been on the AFC loop; next the AGC
loop was reviewed. The AGC filter following the coherent amplitude detector had
been set at 2 Hertz, to track the amplitude scintillation. With quite small AGC
bandwidths, the AGC loop would be stable even with scintillation, but would
present a varying signal voltage (and hence loop bandwidth) to the AFC loop,
thus increasing the error rate. For quite large AGC bandwidths the AGC loop
would be noisy, and both scintillation and nonscintillation cases would have
higher error rates. At some intermediate AGC loop bandwidth it would be antici-
pated that, although the nonscintillation case would suffer somewhat, the scin-
tillation case would improve. Figure 24 illustrates this hypothesis. The volt-
age from a coherent amplitude detector in an AGC loop is proportional to the
logarithm of the power of the signal, Reference 7. Figure 25 illustrates this
voltage relationship for the parameters finally selected in this section. In
the previous study this relationship was approximated as a constant (18.7)
divided by the AGC voltage. In this study, the more exact form
(exp(-AKAGC(abs(V)-AKEG))) is used, The simulation AKAGC and AKEG symbols
correspond to the KA/(20 log(e)) and e  symbols of Reference 7. The equivalent
constants for the earlier study (from fitting the 7 and 11 dB points) were
AKAGC of .0467 and AKEG of 18.7. This is an AGC loop bandwidth of 5.88 Hertz,
WC/2 = (AKEG*AKAGC + 1)/(4*TAU3). Figure 26 illustrates the effect of the TAUS
parameter. As expected, as the bandwidths are decreased without scintillation
the error rate drops. However, an error "peaking" occurs near 1 Hertz. This
is probably due to beat effects with the 1 Hertz bit synchronizer tracking loop
bandwidth. The effect is less apparent with scintillation. The variation of
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constant AKAGC shifts the curve somewhat in frequency, and more noteably in
error rate. The best compromise (in minimizing the mean error rate) between
the scintillation and nonscintillation cases appears to be a gain constant AKAGC
of .016 with an AGC filter corner frequency (FBTAU3) of 1.3 Hertz. This cor-
responds to a 3 Hertz AGC loop bandwidth. In a nonscintillation design the
conventional approach would have the AGC loop bandwidth below the bit synchronizer
bandwidth. With the nominal model of scintillation, herein a 2 Hertz bandwidth,
the reverse appears preferable. This parameter should be adjusted to match the
best current scintillation model.
Figure 27 illustrates the performance of the AFC loop with the selected
AGC loop parameters. To generate this plot the data was removed so that the
phase error could be directly measured, that is, without data or scintillation
modulation, the loop phase error is due only to the additive noise. From
linear theory the loop phase error is just the root of the reciprocal of the
signal to noise ratio, 1/(ENODB/(B E*T)). At low signal levels (below 5 dB) the
phase error increases as expected since the linear theory no longer holds. In
the median signal level range (7 to 9 dB) the phase error is less than expected
because imperfect gain control reduces the actual noise bandwidth, 2B E . From
the measured phase error, the double sided AFC loop noise bandwidth is between
240 and 260 Hertz with the corresponding damping ratios of .6 and .64. Recall
from Figure 26, that these parameters minimize the mean error rate. At high
signal levels the phase error decreases less than the linear model since the
steady state gain error of the AGC loop, A/(AKEG*AKAGC), increases with A, the
signal level thus increasing 2BL.
The frequency break point of the baseline correction filter (see Figures 3
and 4c) was investigated for various Doppler races. The data is given in Table
V. The mean error rate is independent of the baseline correction filter over
the range of parameters investigated.
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TABLE V	
I_.
PARAMETRIC PERFORMANCE WITH
BASELINE FILTER BANDWIDTH AND DOPPLER RATE
FBTAU6 = 1.5
Mean Error Rate
FBTAU5 (Hz)	 FQDPRT=5.4
	 FQDPRT=10.8	 FQDPRT=21.6
i
!	 17.6
	 .036210
	 .036210	 .062996
	
8.8
	 .037202
	 .035714	 .061012 ;
	
4.4
	 .036706
	 .035714	 .061508
The frequency break point of the level restoring filter (see Figures 2 and
4b) was also investigated for various Doppler rates. The data is given in
Figure 28. As expected, extending the low frequency response lowers the error
rate since less energy is subtracted from the signal. At the design Doppler
rate of 10.8 Hertz/second or less, extension of the response below 1.5 Hertz
is not dramatic. At twice the Doppler rate, however, a frequency response down
to 0.75 Hertz is quite advantageous.
To complete the mean error rate performance data, 4032 symbol simulations
were run for a range of E/N o `s, both with and without the nominal scintillation.
The results are given in Figure 29. These performance curves are for the
optimized parameters set as indicated above, namely, a 62 Hertz (0.7 Rs ) tone
separation, a 2 pole premodulation filter with a bandwidth of .7 R s , and a loop
bandwidth (2B L )of 294 Hertz (3.3Rs ). The complete run conditions are listed 	 ^.
in Appendix VIII, pp 100-107. If the decoding analyses does indeed show a
threshold at a mean rate of .05, the system E/N o
 threshold is 6.7 to 8.0 dB, 	 h
dependent upon the degree of scintillation.
The final step was to define the acquisition characteristics at low signal
levels. As the A&C circuitry has been changed from the previous study the dis-
tribution of signal levels was remeasured, and is shown in Figure 30. The fig-
ure shows cumulative function with the noise only (ENODB = -20) case being the
probability of exceeding the value, while with the signal cases it is the prob-
ability of not exceeding the value. From these distributions, time constants, 	 i.
sweep rates, etc., one can predict the probabilities of acquisition fairly
accurately. Measurements of these probabilities from the acquisition program 	 E
are illustrated in Figure 31 as a function of threshold settings. In this test,
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noise, while for high thresholds the machine would sweep through the signal
without exceeding threshold. At an ENODB of 7, a -17 volt threshold maximizes
the probability of true acquisition. Figure 32 shows the effect of variable
signal levels for a -17 volt threshold and a -21 4f^1t threshold. At higher
signal levels the higher threshold magnitude (the sign is a convention of the
mathematics, the magnitude is the threshold) improves the probability of true
acquisition, hence there is an optimal threshold for the design point signal
level, which is suboptimal elsewhere.
An important aspect of these simulations is their use to explore the impact
of various types of scintillation on the Modem. As seen from the background
section, the atmospheric scintillation was assumed to be a filtered normal or
Gaussian process: the amplitude having a standard deviation of .23 with a roll
off at 4/3 the frequency am a 3 dB bandwidth or corner frequency of 2 Hertz,
the phase having a standard deviation of .47 with a roll off at 4/3 the frequency
and a 3 dB bandwidth of 0.2 Hertz. This section looks at (a) the effects of
varying the magnitudes and bandwidths of the model, (b) looking at a less
k
sophisticated and thus more analytically tractable RC filtered scintillation
and, (c) a more sophisticated and probably more realistic log normal model of
the amplitude scintillation.
The computer runs for this section are given in Appendix IX. The receiver
is the nominal receiver as optimized in the proceeding section, namely, DELF of
62, PMFILT of .7, BL2 of 294, AKAGC of .016, AKEG of 26.44, and TAU3 of .1187.
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The effect of the amplitude of the scintillation is shown in Figure 33.
As expected, increasing the magnitude of the scintillation above the nominal
value of .23, increases the mean error rate. For magnitudes of scintillation
below the nominal .23 value, the error rate decreases, but less dramatically
than the increase above .23. The slight increase in error rate at a scintilla-
tion magnitude of .1626 is probably data scatter. Also shown on the figure is
the RC filter approximation at the ext r emes of amplitude scintillation, as well
as at the nominal amplitude scintillation. Simulations of the effect of a
range of phase scintillation parameters are not plotted because it was quickly
determined that they have negligible effect, and are readily tracked by the
receiver. At nominal scintillation the RC and taped delay line filter models
show nearl ', equivalent results, but at the extremes the RC model has a slightly
greater error rate. It would be expected that the single pole RC, which has
slightly more energy beyond the corner frequency, would result in slightly
greater error rates.
The effect of the bandwidth of the scintillation is shown in Figure 34.
The curve generally shows an increasing error rate with increasin g scintillation
bandwidth. However, there is a local minima at the design scintillation band-
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width of 2 Hertz. In retrospect, it appears that the receiver optimizations
J	 of the preceeding section optimized the design for that scintillation bandwidth.
This rather infers that the receiver optimizations are moderately sensitive to
the bandwidth of the amplitude scintillation. Also shown on the curve is the
RC filter approximation at the extremes. At the large bandwidth extreme, the
effects are identical (within the measurement standard deviations), indicating
that in both filters significant scintillation power exists at frequencies
beyond the receivers tracking capability. At the small bandwidth extreme it
appears that the larger degree of scintillation at higher frequdncies in the
RC filter is causing additional errors.
A comparison of Gaussian amplitude scintillation, (unity amplitude plus a
zero mean Gaussian variable) and log normal amplitude scintillation (efpodential
amplitude with a zero mean Gaussian argument) is show- in Figure 35. From the
data it appears that the log normal amplitude scintillation has a greater error
rate to signal level slope than Gaussian amplitude scintillation. In the
extremes investigated however, the measurement standard deviations nearly over-
lap meaning that the apparent error rate to signal level slope variation may
only be due to experiment scatter. In any case, in the vicinity of .05 mean
error rate, a typical target for coded systems, there is little difference
between the models.
i
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PRELIMINARY DECODING RESULTS
The objective of the total simulation effort is to define and minimize the
required signal-to-noise ratio (E b/Ito ) for a PCM-FM modem under a probable
model of the 'propagation effects. Since error correction coding is postulated
to optimize this modem, some decoding performance information is needed to
complete the definition of the required E b/N o . A direct measure of the decoding
performance using the simulated received symbol sequence has been possible via
a second program which simulates the decoding.
The decoding program operates on a digital magnetic tape of the detected
symbol sequence. It consists of converting the symbol sequence into an
equivalent coded sequence, applying two decoding algorithms to the data, and
tabulating the results. it also analyzes the symbol sequence in various ways
to provide error statistics on the simulated channel.
The program used is a modification of a decoding simulation program
previously developed at Ames Research Center for studies with other telmetry
channels. It was written in an assembler language and run on an SEL 840
minicomputer. Some preliminary results on a limited set of data tapes are
presented here.
The two codes simulated are short- and long-constraint-length convolutional
codes, nonsystematic, and of rate one-half. They are decoded via Viterby/
Maximum kikelihood, and Sequential decoding algorithms, respectively. The
i
Viterby decoder operates on constraint length (K) of 7, rate (R) 1/2 code and
n
the Sequential decoder on a K = 24, R = 1/2 code. Figure 36 delineates the
functional capabilities and the processing techniques of the program.
The first step in processing the data is to transform the pseudo-noise
(PN) sequence of 63 symbols which were used as a data source for the modem
simulation. A correct 63 symbol sequence is half-added to the sign bits of
f	 the data, thus forming it into a coded "all zero" sequence without changing
the data magnitudes or the errors in the data output. The all zero sequence
is	 re unique because it	 resents almost any convolutional encoding of a dataq	 P
'	 stream of zeros and thus eases the simulation of different decoders and inter-i
jeavers on the same data. Since the error-correcting properties of the codes
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are independent of the data, the all zero sequence is as valid as any other for
decoding simulation.
The next step in processing the data is to block it into frames. The pro-
gram allows selection of one of four frame lengths in multiples of 504 symbols
(equivalent to 252 bits for rate 1/2 codes). However, because the data sets
processed were only 100 K symbols long, only frames of 504 and 1008 symbols
were simulated. The data block or frame size is mainly important to sequential
decoding where the probability of error is very low. The critical parameter
is a measure of its inability to decode a data segment and is usually expressed
as the probability of deleting a frame of data. For Viterbi decoding of the
K = 7 code, no deletions occur and a simple measure of the decoded error prob-
ability is the key parameter.
The next data processing step is to select the interleaving matrix. Inter-
leaving is used to make symbol errors independent and is a big aid in decoding,
as wp
 shall see. In this program the interleaver matrix size is constrained
to be a factor of the frame Iength (e.g., if the frame is 504 = 2.2.2.7.3.3
symbols long, some possible interleavers are: 7x9, 7x18, 21x24, 63x8). However,
one might argue that an actual design might be similarly constrained for hard-
ware and operational reasons.
An-MxN symbol interleaving process is defined as shown in Figure 37. Code
symbols are stuffed into a buffer, M symbols per row and read out, N symbols
per column, to the modulator. Then the demodulator/bit synchronizer output is
reconstructed into the code via a similar interleaving buffer, and finally
decoded. Since an "all zeros" code is used, only the reconstruction interleaver
is needed to simulate the interleaving.
The next data processing step is to initialize the decoding decision metric
based on the number of quantization levels assigned to each code symbol and
their a priori transition probabilities. The symbol quantization levels and
transition probabilities are essentially set at the point of generating the
data tape. Only three bits (corresponding to 8 levels) per symbol are recorded
on the tape and the transition probabilities for these levels are a function of
the modem itself, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the quantization constant (or
A-D converter gain). However, the quantization levels can be combined by the
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decoding program to simulate decoding based on 1, 2, or 3 bits per symbol.
Furthermore, the assumed transition probabilities can be set to simulate
decoding performance with either good or poor probability estimates.
These preliminary decoding simulations have shown, among other things,
that the transition probabilities are much flatter than for a Gaussian channel.
(This was of course expected because of the close analogy between the simulated
receiver and an FM discriminator). Figure 28 shows by comparison how the transd-
tion probabilities, as simulated with lifferent quantization constants, differ
from an ideal quantized Gaussian channel. The best quantization is postulated
to be with ASOFT = 0.37 (corresponding to 1.3 a x quantizing steps) but verifica-
tion will require further work. This hypothesis is in contra-distinction to
the quantization constant recommended in Appendix III, which assumed a Gaussian
noise channel. In any case, it appears that decoding performance is not
strongly affected by the quantization constant.
The results of these decoding simulations are graphically presented in
Figures 39 through 47 and are further described below. Most of the results
show Sequential and Viterbj decoding performance in the same format as Figure 39.
The scintillation model used for all the results was a log normal amplitude
process with a two Hertz bandwidth and a filter roll off of f-4/3.  The standard
deviation of the amplitude (aA) was varied on some data sets. A bandwidth change
was also simulated, but the preliminary results are inconclusive. The phase
scintillation was modeled as a filtered Gaussian process with a, = 0.47, a
bandwidth less than or equal to one Hertz, and a filter roll off frequency of
f-4/3.
Figure 39 shows the conditional Sequential decoding performance as a plot
of the probability of deleting (not decoding) a data frame after L trials (after
L bit sequences have been tried), with L as an independent parameter. It also
shows the Viterbi dece',ing performance for the same conditions via a table of
the decoded error probability per bit and per frame. The variable condition
of interest here is the normalized signal-to-noise ratio (E b/No ). Other perti-
nent conditions for these simulations are: the interleaver size of 63 x 16
(1008 symbols per frame were used), the symbol quantization of 3 bits, and the
standard deviation of the amplitude scintillation, aA = 0.16, except for the
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12 db Eb/N o case where a  = 0.23.
Figures 40, 41, and 42 deal with the effects of interleaving. Figure 40
compares the decoding performance for E b/No = 12 dB, and no interleaving
(1x1), to an Eb/No of 10 dB with a 63x8 symbol interleaver. (The G A's worse
at 12 dB because equivalent data was not available.) The probability of frame
deletion for Sequential decocting appears to be almost identical for deletion
rates of 1% or more,* but because of the difference in a A , one must conclude
that less than 2 dB improvement is achieved. The decoded error rate for the
Viterbi decoding shows a degradation for the 10 dB case even with interleaving.
Therefore, it appears that the improvement with interleaving is not as great
for the shorter convolutional code.
Figure 41 compares decoding performance on the same data set where only
the interleaving matrix size is changed. Notice that small matrices given some
improvement, but when the full frame is interleaved (63x8, 56x9, and 21x24), a
dramatic improvement is achieved.
Two effects are hinted at here which might be worth further consideration:
(1) the deletion rate function appears to break away or change slope at lower
probabilities as the interleaving matrix becomes larger. (2) The symmetry of
the interleaver matrix seems to be unimportant for the long convolutional code
with Sequential decoding, but possibility is more important for the short code.
It appears from a more detailed look at the data that error bursts domin-
ate as the cause of frame deletions and Viterbi decoding errors, and therefore
an attempt was made to quantify these bursts and correlate them with the
decoding performance. A simple measure of the "burstiness" of the symbol errors
can be derived from a histogram of the number of errors in a group of symbols.
Figure 42 compares three Group Error Histograms with the expected binominal
function for the ideal case of independent errors. Th, same data set of 100 K
symbols was used for each case with the program simulating different interleaver	 3
matrices and generating the histograms. The group size of 42 symbols was 	 l
*Notice the "D" symbols on the plot near the 500 K trial point. This symbolizes
the fact that for the maximum number of trials simulated (in this case, 500 K)
there were still some.frames undecoded.
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selected somewhat arbitrarily; it represents a long-trial sequence for the
Sequential decoding, and yet it still provides a significant number of groups
(2400/data set) for generating a histogram. The maximum Pe per group is just
the maximum number of errors divided by the number of symbols per group (42).
The three cases in this example show the great reduction in bursts obtained
with large interleaving: (1) The non-interleaved case had as many as 26 errors
in a 42 symbol group and four groups had more than 15 errors. (2) With a 2lxB
interleaves only one group had more than 15 errors. (3) With a 63x16 interleaver
no groups had more than 6 errors. The results correspond very well with the
decoding performance where the non-interleaved case (1) had 3 deleted frames
after 500 K trials and Viterbi decoding P e = 0.002, while the fully inter-
leaved case (3) had no deletions and Viterbi decoding P e = 0.0002. R simple
measure of decoding performance based on this technique looks promising, but
further work is needed to develop it.
Figures 43 and 44 show the effect of quantization on decoding performance.
In Figure 43, for E b/N o. = 11 dB and maximum interleaving no difference can be
seen in sequential decoding deletion probability for 1 bit versus 3 bit quanti-
zation. On the other hand, the Viterbi decoding errors are significantly
affected. It should also be noted that for these conditions both decoders
can meet the assumed operating requirements (probability of deletion, P O < 1%;
probability of error, Pe 
:<,0'1%)  with either l or 3 bit quantization.
In Figure 44, the signal-to-noise ratio is 1 dB lower and now a i bit
quantization creates a noticeable degradation in the performance of both
decoders. In this case the 3 bit quantization is required by both decoders to
achieve the assumed operating requirements of P O <	 , Pe < 0.1%. by comparing
Figures 43 and 44, it appears that approximately 1 dB of performance improvement
is achieved by 3 bit quantization for the Viterbi decoding and somewhat less
than 1 dB improvement is achieved by 3 bit quantization with Sequential decoding.
Further simulations are required to verify this estimate.
Figures 45 and 46 show the effects of amplitude scintillation on the decod-
ing performance. Figure 45 shows the effect at Eb/110 = 11 dB for maximum inter-
leaving and 3 bit quantization, and Figure 46 shows the effect at E b/No = 10 dB
for maximum interleaving and i bit quantization. (Limited data at 10 dB forced
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the use of hard decision decoding for comparisons.) Although the effects are
quite noticeable in both comparisons, in Figure 45 the decoders perform better
than the operating requirements in all cases, whereas in Figure 46 the decoding
performance is marginal without amplitude scintillation and very poor with a
standard deviation of 0.23 on the log amplitude. It appears that this magnitude
of scintillation represents less than 1 dB of performance loss.
The problem appears to be mainly one of properly estimating the scintilla-
tion model, although more simulations are required to extend our knowledge of
the effects of more extreme models. It is postulated, for example, that
j	 amplitude fading with narrower bandwidths will cause more degradation because
the maximum interleaver will not cover slower fades and the receiver will have
more time to lose phase lock. The preliminary simulations have not provided
conclusive results in this area.
Figure 47 shows the combined performance of the modem with coding in the
traditional manner, plotting the mean error rate versus F b/No . The total power-
to--noise density (PT/N o ) is also shown on the x-axis, assuming a 44 bps rate.
The figure shows the Sequential decoding threshold for a required deletion rate
of 1% (assuming less than 10 6 trials) both for the no interleaving and the
maximum interleaving condition. It also shows the Viterbi decoding output
bit error rate for the conditions of no interleaving, maximum interleaving,
and half the maximum. The uncoded error rate is added as a reference. These
results are preliminary but should be sufficient at this time because our
present model of the signal scintillation is quite tentative.
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CONCLUSION
A digital simulation of a candidate FSK modulator/demodulator in an outer
planet relay link environment has optimized the hardware characteristics and
investigated the performance for a variety of atmospheric scintillation models.
It has been seen that a simplified and linearized expression of the hardware
can give significant insight (although not quantitative results) to the per-
formance of the link. Detailed parametric studies of the hardware via simula-
tion have shown that a) a premodulation filter at 0.7 the symbol rate minimize
the mean error rate, b) a loop bandwidth of 294 Hertz minimizes the mean error
rate with a modulation deviation ratio of 0.7. Detailed analysis of the phase
error has shown that the true loop noise bandwidth is between 240 and 260 Mertz
near threshold due to imperfect AGC operation. This infers that a hard limiter
prior to the phase detector, as recommended in Reference 7, may be an advantageous
addition to the receiver. The acquisition studies have shown that the signal
can reliably be acquired at signal energy to noise density ratios above 7 dB.
The threshold setting is critical however. Based on the distributions of the
AGC voltage an optimum search/lock procedure may be formulated for the range of
Doppler uncertainties.
Detailed studies of various scintillation models has shown that the link
is "relatively" insensitive to the range of bandwidths of the scintillation
investigated. It appears that the design was tacitly optimized for the nominal
amplitude scintillation bandwidth, and that a slightly different design would
result if another nominal scintillation bandwidth were selected. The magnitude
of the amplitude scintillation appears to be directly additive to the thermal
noise. From a mean error rate viewpoint the more realistic, and also complex,
log normal scintillation model is not significantly different than the Gaussian
model. The qualifier "from a mean error rate viewpoint" is important here as
this link is designed for use with coding and the non-mean characteristics are
significant with codes. With similar qualifications, the simpler and less
I.
	
realistic - RC type of scintillation bandwidth model is essentially identical
with the previous models.
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The preliminary results of the decoding simulations indicate that the tele-
metry threshold E s/No can be as low as 7 dB if the codes include sufficient
interleaving. These results further imply that the accuracy of the estimated
threshold is no better than the accuracy of the scintillation model.
Finally, it is seen in Appendix XIV that this link can be adequately des-
cribed, again from the mean error rate viewpoint, by a theoretical description -
both with and without scintillation. This technique can be useful to postulate
performance over ranges not specifically simulated (such as more severe
scintillation), or in ranges not amenable to detailed simulation (such as higher
signal levels).
t
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TYPICAL PCM/FM VS PSK SYMBOL TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
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